UNCLAS

SUBJ: COMPLIANCE WITH MWO 55-1986-219-30-91

A. MWO 55-1986-219-30-91, INSTALLATION OF MAIN ROTOR MAST INSERT

PLUG/ 3 AUG 78.

B. LTR, HDQA DALO-NV, DTD 12 SEP 80, SAB (NOTAL)

1. REF A. REQUIRES COMPLIANCE PRIOR TO 1 QTR 81. HOWEVER, ORTSAFCIM

INDICATES THAT NO ADDITIONAL MWO KITS ARE AVAILABLE. COMPLIANCE

WILL NOT REQUIRE THE ACQUISITION AND INSTALLATION OF THICK WALL

MAST PN 204-840-366-15, AS THIS MAST IS NOT USEABLE ON THE UH-1D/M.

SUFFICIENT MODIFIED UH-1B/D/M WILL REQUIRE NEW MASTS IN ORDER TO

PROVIDE MAIN PLUGS TO MODIFY THE UH-1D/M.

2. TO RESOLVE THIS PROBLEM THIS OFFICE HAS

A. REQUESTED AN EXTENSION ON THE COMPLIANCE DATE, REQUESTS

FROM EACH FACILITY ARE NOT NECESSARY.
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B. PROVIDE FY80 FUNDING TO THE GOSEP OF EACH AVRAD STATE

TO COVER COSTS OF THE THICK WALL MASTS.

C. TRANSMITTED CURRENT TSARCOM MWD STATUS TO THE AVRAO'S.

3. THE AVRAD'S WILL

A. UPDATE CURRENT MWD STATUS AND REQUEST REQUISITION NO'S:

FOR THOSE MASTS ALREADY REQUESTED BY THE FACILITY.

B. REQUISITION SUFFICIENT MASTS TO COMPLETE THE UH-1B/D/M

MODIFICATION AND FREE MAST PLUGS FOR THE UH-1D/M. REQ WILL NOT

BE REQUIRED BY IND STATES.

C. PROVIDE REDISTRIBUTION INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE REMOVED MAST

PLUGS AND SUBSEQUENT INSTALLATION IN THE UH-1D/M.

3. AAF/AAFA SHOULD

A. PROVIDE CURRENT MWD AND REQUISITION STATUS TO THE AVRAD

UPON RECEIPT OF THIS MESSAGE. NOTE: STATUS SHOULD BE PROVIDED BY

PHONE ASAP BUT NLT 24 SEP 80.

B. INSTALL MAST UPON RECEIPT.

C. PROVIDE A WEEKLY UPDATE STATUS TO SUPPORTING AVRAD UNTIL

ALL MASTS ARE INSTALLED.

D. RESPOND TO THE MAST PLUG REDISTRIBUTION INSTRUCTION OF THE

AVRAD'S.